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welcome
welcome

Monica Crumback

Holly Ruskin
blood moon POETRY - Issue 1 - welcome!
We're excited to tell you what's in store.

blood moon poetry was brought to life on Instagram
by cofounders Holly Ruskin and Monica Crumback,
both writers, poets, and mothers of girls. We were
determined to create a journal celebrating womxn
both like, and not like, us. Now supported by an
amazing board of artists and visionaries, we are
so proud to share with you this safe, inclusive, and
thoughtful space for poetry by womxn.
In this, our first issue, we feature poetry from many
womxn brand new to publishing, while others have
come to us with a wealth of experience and even
sites of their own. Regardless of resume, their
poems were powerful enough to stand out among
more than 100 submissions. These pieces are strong,
vulnerable, feminine, and fierce. We feel honored to
bring them to you under the blood moon poetry
banner. We know they'll take your breath away.
They did ours.

Our theme for our inaugural issue is New Moon. As
we received submissions, they were sorted into
various artistic interpretations of this natural event.
As you move through the pages, you will see
headings like 'rebirth', 'reemergence', and
'reclamation', among others. We encourage you to
read and appreciate each piece on its own, as well
as in the manner that it relates to other poems under
the same heading, and to the New Moon theme as a
whole. In order to preserve the most creative space
for other writers, poems by cofounders and board
members responding to our theme will be featured
separately, at the end of each issue.
Again, we welcome you to blood moon poetry,
Issue 1. On behalf of our board members and writers,
we are thrilled that you are here as we begin.
The Editors.

Increasingly
I watched my body
From a sticky side street,
Skulked in corners,
Followed her.
Fingers charred from caressing the flame,
Bloody nails and bitten cheeks.
I thought I was the dead one,
Spirit self,
I waited to dissolve.
The shell of me kept moving,
Whilst my soul grew fat on Love and lust.
In the writhing depths of a manic night
I sat astride her chest,
Reached deep inside her eyes,
Kissed passion past her tongue.
Light cracks through the blind
And we'd awoken whole.

Zoe Wren

reclamation
reclamation

Reclamation of the shellof the shell
Reclamation

A heartbroken 16 year old filled note books with poetry
that she thought was cringe worthy rubbish. 20 years
later, with a much patched up heart and a more blasé
attitude, she dug them out, started writing again and
slapped them on Instagram.

@badthursdays_poetry
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Editor’s Pick: Monica

A Reclamation
A
Reclamation

For a moment I am thrown from my home
The face that traced my life's expressions
Falling away from me, pooled blood in my palms
A silent showreel, filmed from a strange angle
Above and slightly behind; tarmac grey and white lines
Interrupted by buckled knees, buckled wheels
somewhere off to the side
Ziggy Stardust died this morning
And so, it seems, did I
A second
Split

An extra glance, just to be safe
A swerve, dragged instead of crushed
Not this time. Jump forwards
And I'm back in this house on fire
Water sipped to swallow pills, instead of soothing
Feels like flame, searing licks of lips
I never thought I was vain
Until I looked in the mirror and the reflection wasn't mine
Whelmed
Struck dumb

Outer defences burnt to the ground
Exposing flesh and cracking bone
Adrenal floodgates open
Douse the flames, and
It takes time to sift through the water damage inside
Riptides of emotions I can't quite name
Slowly identified, sorted away in boxes and on shelves
Examined, pored over, unravelled and cleansed
Phoenix, mermaid
I am home again
And as I move
Through walls and corridors, teasing knots from
layers of subtle skin
Growing familiarity with this body I'm housed in
Breeds, not contempt, but compassion
And love for every inch
From twisted hip to sensitive spine
Strong limbs and green eyes
Soft heart and open mind
And a windmill scar
Woven into my smile

Tia Meraki

Tia is a poet, musician, and yoga teacher, inspired by the
beautiful landscape of her adopted home on the edge
of Exmoor and the North Devon coast. She can mostly
be found playing with movement, words, melody, and
breath, or out swimming or attempting to surf among
the breaking waves of the Atlantic. She is on ko-fi at
www.ko-fi.com/tiameraki and Facebook @tia.meraki

@tia_meraki

I found myself retreating, going into hiding.
Something like animals hibernating in water, or a
caterpillar preparing for a season of growth as it
settles into its cocoon.
I found myself in a place where I was stagnant.
And as hard as it was to live through this
uncomfortable moment where I was being
shaped and moulded, it was also empowering to
know that a renaissance was coming.
Chapter 2 was being meticulously painted, and a
beautiful final product was in the works - like a
piece by Michelangelo or Raphael.
But I had to start off in the dark, first.
I was a baby in the womb preparing to be born
again, having to go through phases and stages
of growth before I could be brought into the light
and the world of infinite possibilities.
Now, here I am.
A new moon after going through phases.
The version of me that the world has been waiting for.
Wiser, brighter, and better than I was before.

(re)emergence
(re)emergence

Metamorphosis
Metamorphosis

Jhazzmyn Joiner

Jhazzmyn is a recent Georgia Tech Alum, receiving her
B.S. in Literature, Media, and Communication. Since
graduating, she has worked as a writing assistant and
communication intern. She has also been published by
Wren’s Nest and Georgia Tech’s Art Crawl. Her poetry
book ‘Everyone can Relate’ is available on Amazon.

@QuotedbyJhane

Aligning moon and sun
In the dark
Yet in its black pitch
A new start
Brewing
Growing
Evolving
The high tide
Is really a new wave
For you to ride.

Vaishali Gopal

(re)emergence
(re)emergence

Luna Nueva
Luna
Nueva

Vaishali writes under the pen name FlapperGirlWords.
The name FlapperGirlWords originated from the world of
American writer F. Scott Fitzgerald. She has been writing
since childhood, her favourite creative outlet. She lives in
India and is a lawyer by educatechnologist by profession.

@flappergirlwords

you found milk white
swirling through
the dark core
of my coffee eyes
the pupils in which
all my darkness
hides
you didn't know
they were new moons
in disguise
now baring light
in small creamy
slivers at a time

(re)emergence
(re)emergence

In Disguise
In
Disguise

Michelle Armitage

Michelle is a Canadian poet residing in the Okanagan
Valley. She is also a photographer and mother of two who
enjoys a quiet life with her husband and kids, nestled
comfortably between the orchards and lakes which
inspire her work.

@mia.poet

My mother and I
both get headaches
before thunderstorms.

Granny too did find herself
making patterns of actions
at certain hours
when the moon,
phosphorescent celestial,
pulls tides
and creatures bound to earth
to life
staining reverie into eyes,
rippling through us in quiet vibrations moving too
much to hide at full light.
Roots of this earth making motions stringed to
starlit sky
composing melodies through
raindrops contesting that we don't,
for that we try.
Courage and fears growing
forests from all of us here
tied beneath by our toes,
whilst the moon draws us near.

reflection
reflection

Belonging to the cycle
Belonging
to the cycle

Bronwen Evans

Bronwen is a writer living in Somerset, originally from
London. Her main inspirations are found in nature, magic,
observation and memory. Bronwen has previously been
published in Juno magazine, performed for ‘K town
Isofest’ arts and entertainment festival, and collaborated
with music and poetry group Echoes and Edges in their
2020 live-stream performances.

@bronwenrcevans

I stared at the waning crescent moon and wondered,
does she realize how many eyes admire her throughout the night?
She shimmers like fireflies,
exuding grace amidst the dark,
while her slivers of white blanket her like a cloak.
There is solace in the silence she brings
as she makes her presence known.
The earth remains still and quiet
while eyes praise and stare at her curved silhouette,
glistening against the berry blue sky.
So I gaze too, during my waking hours,
for the sight of the moon reminds me to
recognize my feminine power.

reflection
reflection

Luna
Luna

Alexis Mitchell

Alexis is an author, poet, and English teacher from New
York. She’s a lover of books, coffee, and poetry. Poetry has
always been her favorite form of creative writing since
she was eight years old. In September 2020, she published
her first poetry collection titled I Write, Therefore I Am,
and it is available for purchase on Amazon. Worldwide
links to her work can be found at https://linktr.ee/alexispmitchell

@_lexmwrites

rest and renewal
rest
and
renew

Editor’s Pick: Holly

This
Day
This Day

I begin this day
With the feeling I've forgotten something
An underlying anxiety about everything and nothing
A knot of intense dread at my core
I walk into the bathroom and find myself standing there, my intentions lost, I
dress, but my clothes feel unfriendly, itchy, as if I need to shed a layer of skin
The thought of food turns me queasy
But I force myself to eat some toast,
Then I gather myself and focus on the children
Using every ounce of energy I have to tune in to their needs
Dulling the pulsing sirens in my ears
Forcing words of response out of my mouth, and wincing at the sound of it
A panic attack lies in waiting a heavy lump in my throat,
Occasionally rising, causing me to shudder and wretch
The day feels long, but there are small moments of hope
A laugh at a joke, a thawing of my bones in the warmth of my family
When the kids are in bed I walk to the end of the garden, and breath in the still air
As my body sinks down, the tears are released from their chambers
It is temporary relief but I remain vacant
As the clouds start to clear in the dark sky
I spot the faint outline of the moon and a slither of light
This wave of emotion has its own tide
I feel the gravitational pull, weighing me, swaying me, almost possessing me
My husband reaches out and guides me to bed
And thankfully I surrender to exhaustion
Relieved to be swallowed up by darkness
I dream of a new moon
Concealed in the shadows
I realise I myself am a silhouette
But a new moon brings new beginnings
A new light, a new phase, a new beacon
Each day a sliver more
Emily Way-Evans
Until we are whole again
Emily is a mother and arts administrator by day and an
I wake with this dream of hope held close
amateur writer by night. During maternity leave with her
like a moonbeam in my hand
second child she took up writing classes with Mothership
I hold it tight
Writers, a welcome therapeutic outlet during a difficult
And I begin this day

period of postnatal depression. She continues to keep
writing, in as many available moments of solitude as possible.

@emilywaywrites

I curled around you
my crescent shape perfectly wrapped
protectively held
around the full moon of your hidden light
keeping it only for myself
begging you to stay a little longer
let the dark pain
die down
and my heartbeat return
I cried out that I couldn't breathe
I couldn't stand
I couldn't
the wave of pain that ripped through me
punctuating
the perfect union we had formed
the perfect place we had created
the me around you
I pleaded
but the waves of heat
streaked through waves
of razor wire truth slashed
waves of burned flesh wave
after wave
after wave
my tears seared
as my soul tore through
my battered body
And your power grew
until all I could do was wait
for you to leave me
wait for my stillness
to be the strength we both needed
wait for my crescent shape
to unwind itself from around you
so that you could slip
into the world
and I could rename myself
mother

(re)birth
(re)birth

And so I so
was born
And
I was born

Darci Walker

A poet by heart and a psychologist by trade, Darci brings
a deep emotional understanding to all her writing. Her
current project, The Kitchen Poet, explores the full range
of human experience, exemplified through baking blended with poetry. Her work is also available at
www.thekitchenpoet.net

@thekitchenpoet

(re)birth
(re)birth

Trisomy
Trisomy

I swallowed the moon
on the night you were born
so reflections of you
would guide my way, son.
I was afraid,
so afraid, but,
for love of you,
I embraced my tears
in my world gone dark
by stereotypical fears,
the senseless kind that bound me.
Your eyes untied me.
Your voice unwound me.
While I lay with you at my breast, son, the moon
shone bright.
Now I ponder my light
as it shimmers in my wake. Beautiful,
so beautiful beneath a blanket of stars.
You brought me here, son,
to this place where I radiate love.

Ann Garcia
Ann has a Ph.D. in psychology with expertise in learning,
behavior, and neurodiversity. Her writing, which is highly
introspective and emotion-driven, primarily explores
nature, self, and love. She lives in the USA with her family
of five plus one who has both trisomy 21 and autism. Her
photography is available at https://riverblossoms.com/

@solaceinraindrops

Lost in wonder of tonight
A dawn withheld my storm
In distance yet in solemn shades
The ones I knew were drawn
a close in pace - to bring
The truth of me - unknown
and lay in patience as silence creaks
And a million shades are born..

(re)birth
(re)birth

Rebirth
Rebirth

Savvy Walia

Savvy is an undergraduate computer science engineer
who writes her soul under her penname. Writing found
her one summer evening on accidental discovery of a
writing app that wrapped her into the world of poetry. She
published her first poem “The Magic Inside” in March 2018
and hasn’t stopped since.

@savvywalia

(re)birth
(re)birth

Woman Reborn
Woman
Reborn
And so I am washed over;
Blessed by the tide
and cleansed with a grace
I never paid mind to
in days before.

Birthed anew
beneath such pregnant moons;
As majestic as the macaw,
olive branch in mouth,
palms pressed toward sky,
and ears reddened with greed.
The frost from weary bones
has dispelled itself into
spring's gentle sun.
And this time,
this time I do not know fear.
My belly breathes a little deeper,
expansive in its hunger to savor.
My eyes gaze a little harder,
in eagerness to absorb the gifts of the galaxies.
My tongue quells from patience's blessing.
And my ears,
they keep their doors open wide.
This time.
This time I am living.

Gina Bowen
Gina lives, breathes, and photographs the mountains of
Eastern Tennessee. She spends her time writing poetry
and short stories on her porch and getting lost in the
woods to photograph the beautiful landscapes. More of
Gina’s poetry and photography can be found on Instagram.

@gina.bowen.creative

I exist
In the endless limbo
Learning to fix
The light switch
Others took apart

The dark offers
Serenity
Where I can turn inward
To study the song of my heart
To decipher how and why
To piece together
A stronger power source
To keep me shining
Wires reinforced against the storm
Power to stay standing
To come through and deliver
Working
In progress
When I've healed enough
To turn on the light
Glowing
Into darkness

Miro

(re)emergence
(re)emer-

Light Switch

Based in NYC, Miro is a feminist killjoy with a penchant
for poetry. When she’s not putting words to the page,
Miro is either reading something or on a long walk in the
neighborhood. She has a background in environmental
sustainability, gender studies and theater.

@miroreadsbooks

It's late. At this time of night,
the hands of the clock hold up
the day's perfumes to the stars
like an offering. The meadow's faint petals;
bitter sap from the trees that stand
clustered along the path drowsy sentinels in the dark;
drifts of woodsmoke;
the coconut tang of hot, freckled skin.
The moon is busy with her rebirth,
but my head torch and I,
we make our own moonbeams tonight.
My boots crunch miles underfoot. I conjure
tiny whirlwinds of moths for company spinning flakes of silver in the shaft of light.
Sleep salutes me as I pass.
At this time of night, my heart is quiet,
and my head is as still and full as a summer pond.
There are no echoes of half finished
conversations among these dark lanes,
no missed connections, things left unsaid,
feelings unfelt. Everything is, in a strange way,
exactly as it should be.
The daylight hours bear sweet, well-tended fruit.
I'm starting to see them slowly ripening
on the lower branches.
As the clock hands turn,
I am mapless and unafraid.
Tomorrow, the sun will rise golden as a kept promise. And so will I.

Jen Feroze

rest/renewal
rest/renew-

For
Annabel
For Annabel

Jen has loved playing with language since she was tiny.
A former Foyle Young Poet of the Year, she’s a copywriter
by day, poet (and consummate eater of chocolate biscuits) by night. Her first collection – The Colour of Hope –
will be released on 28th January 2021. Jen lives by the sea
in Essex with her husband and two young children. Her
editorial services can be found at:
www.jackdaweditorial.com/shop-poetry

@the_colourofhope

Me and the moon have a lot in common
we both circle around things and never change
we both have a dark side
and we both still carry the marks
where a few people have walked all over us.
The moon was made
when a rock smashed into the earth
and sometimes I feel like a broken thing too.
Me and the moon
do our best work at night
during the day we are both still about
but the moon hides behind clouds
I hide behind smiles
and some people simply do not see us.
On the moon you can hear no sound
if I were to beat out a drum solo up there
It would stay silent
the same way I beat myself up down here
and you don't hear a thing
up there wind does not even exist
if I could touch the moon
I would trace my name in the dust
and live forever
but instead I will
score my name in the sand
and when the waves wash it away
I will swim out and try to take it back
and in time the tide will turn.
The moon moves
and bodies of water change direction
my body is three-quarters water
and each time I have tried to leave this Earth
I have turned around and come back again
so maybe me and the moon
are true friends
part of a dance that never ends
no matter how many times I pull away
she will never let go.

editorial board
editorial

Me and
the Moon
Me
and
the Moon

Jem Hathaway
@jemmahathaway

editorial board
editorial

and and
brave wide-eyed
AA new
new
bravewonder
wide-eyed wonder
my soul is chasing after
Something,
elusive as the moon
waxing and waning one moment I catch it,
full and brilliant,
so sure of this Mystery,
and then the next
I am surrounded by pure
darkness. but
I am finding that the beauty
of the darkest nights if I let my eyes adjust,
settle into that velvet sea above is that the stars are the most
spectacular,
as if someone
has been poking tiny holes
into the shadows, to remind me that
dark
is not the end it is just a veil; this
unexpected invitation
to a fresh and brilliant
beginning

Bec Ellis

@bec_ellis_writer

I think that's what I'm supposed
To call you now
And I totally get the anticipatory
"Pre"part of it
Because it certainly feels like
We are on the cusp
Of something
That change is afoot
A change that part excites me
Part terrifies me
Part relieves me
A let up
At last
From the relentlessness
Of these intense few years
Of just me and you
It couldn't have come
Quick enough
And yet still feels
Too soon
This shift
This change
This totally strange
New moon

editorial board
editorial

Pre-schooler

Kaz McMillan

@mother_truths

editorial board
editorial

The Transformative
Cycle of Life Cycle of Life
The
Transformative
A new moon represents
transformative phases
Much like life's
transitionary stages
But what it means
to me, is the beginning
of something new,
A hope, a wish that my
dreams will become true
But if I fail to learn the
lessons that I am being taught
I'll stay on repeat and repeat
until the passing of the test
is complete

Onajite Clarke
@the_mummi_blogger

moon mother hiding
fine sliver of a mirror
dark on night's bureau

paper thin crescent
a fingernail of pale light
love's arc in shadow
a woman holding
sunlight clutched in slender hands
palms reflective glow
bright form emerging
luna sheds her outer coat
earth's bleak mourning done

editorial board
editorial

A Woman Holding

Monica Crumback & Holly Ruskin
@regardingwe & @mother.in.motion

Monica Crumback

editorial board
editorial

Holly Ruskin
Holly Ruskin has been a writer all her life, exploring the poetic form after the birth of her
daughter in 2019. She graduated with a BA in
English Literature & Film going on to complete
an MA in Film, specialising in feminism and the
representation of women. As a Lecturer and
freelance writer she has edited screenplays,
written short stories and academic essays. But
it is writing poems about motherhood that has
brought her the most creative joy. She cofounded 'blood moon poetry', an inclusive and
welcoming place for female poets to submit
their work for publication. A selection of her
work is published in an anthology of stories
about postnatal depression titled 'Not the Only
One'. She also writes for Harness Magazine.
Holly lives in Bristol, UK. You can find her on
Instagram @mother.in.motion

Monica Crumback is an American mother, wife,
educator, and writer living in the Midwest. Her
essays and poetry have been published in various places both in print and around the web. She
draws inspiration for her work from the natural
world around her and in the everyday miracles of
marriage and mothering. She has written every
day for as long as she can remember. Monica cofounded 'blood moon poetry', an online journal
for female writers and illustrators, in the hopes
of encouraging, inspiring, and amplifying the
creative voices of other women. You can find her
on Instagram @regardingwe

Bec Ellis
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Jemma Hathaway
Jemma Hathaway likes to stick words next to
one another and see if they hit it off. She is passionate about all things poetry and is the 2020
Hammer and Tongue poetry slam champion for
Bristol, UK. Jemma has a First degree in English
Literature and an MA with Distinction in Writing
for Young People from Bath Spa University.
As a mixed-race gay woman she is extremely
passionate about equality and diversity. She is
honoured to be part of a brand-new publication 'blood moon poetry'- dedicated to promoting and
championing the varied and veracious voices of
women. You can find her Instagram @jemmahathaway

Bec Ellis is a writer, photographer and spiritual
director located in Central Oregon with her husband and three children. A seeker of questions
and deep noticer, she began writing at a young
age and has now found healing and connection
in recent years, by sharing her words through
poetry and short prose. She has a strong belief
that our stories are what bring healing and unite
us together, finding deep beauty in the curves
and scars of our lives. She is especially drawn to
themes of motherhood, embodiment and selfacceptance. She is currently working towards
publishing her first poetry collection. You can
learn more about Bec on her website www.becellis.com. You can find her on Instagram
@bec_ellis_writer

Karen Mcmillan
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Onajite Clarke
Onajite Clarke lives in Kent with her husband
and family and is a mother, author, blogger, and
social activist. Onajite is committed to raising
the profile for female empowerment by providing platforms for women to be visible and have
their voices heard. She believes poetry can be
used as a powerful tool to convey a range of diverse topics that concern not just the individual
but society as a whole. A direct experience of
homelessness moved Onajite so profoundly that
she wrote and had her first letter published in
the Evening Standard in 2016. In 2019 she published The Secrets of My Ukulele, a short poetry
book about contemporary 21st-century issues.
Onajite’s passion led her to set up an amazing
online platform for women, The Mummi Blogger
(www.themummiblogger.com) in 2020. Onajite
is committed to increasing representation for
female literary work. You can find her on Instagram @the_mummi_blogger

Karen McMillan is a stay at home mum to her
three-year-old son, Casey. She writes poetry
and prose under the alias of Mother Truths on
Facebook and Instagram. Earlier this year, she
self-published 'Mother Truths' a collection of
poetry which speaks the secrets of early motherhood. Her poems are extremely open about the
struggles of new motherhood; from loss of identity, the pressure to wean and sleep train, to the
tendency we all have to compare ourselves to
other mums. She will soon be publishing a book
of prose; a collection of vulnerable, tender and
relatable notes that capture the uneasy adjustment of becoming a mum. You can find her on
Instagram @mother_truths
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